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three questions:

ABSTRACT
The Inputs-Outputs interdisciplinary conference on engagement
(and related terms) was structured to cross-fertilise the relevant
researchers from the arts, sciences and engineering on the causes,
consequences and assessment of engagement. The goal of the
conference was to encourage interdisciplinary research and
collaboration on engagement, presence, immersion, interest,
cognitive absorption, motivation (educational), vigilance and
user-experience. Three themes emerged from the juxtaposition of
this broad group of academics and practitioners: 1) Challenge, in
many cases, aids the creation of engagement.
2) The
consequences arising from engagement are often fundamentally
social. 3) The measurement and assessment of engagement is
advancing via engineering and computer science.

●

What causes people to become engaged

●

What are the consequences of their being engaged

●

How do we assess / measure engagement or its effects

Engagement has much in common with related terms such as
presence [1], immersion [2], interest [3], cognitive absorption [4],
motivation (educational) [5], vigilance [6], and (aspects of) user
experience [7]. However, each of these terms is rooted in one
discipline’s academic literature that may not be read by academics
in the other disciplines.
By juxtaposing academics and
practitioners from such diverse backgrounds as theatre, electrical
engineering and brain scanning, and providing them with a forum
to communicate with each other in language that all could
understand, many surprising and counter-intuitive themes
emerged.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [Information Systems]: User Machine Systems – software
psychology, human factors. H.1.5 [Information Systems]: User
Interfaces – Evaluation Methodology. K.3.1 [Computers and
Education]: Computer Uses in Education – computer uses in
education.

The goal of the conference was to encourage
interdisciplinary research and collaboration.
This brief
conference overview is meant to introduce the casual reader to the
main ideas of the conference, with enough information to follow
the conference documentation (as well as the academic literature)
in order to understand and follow up on the many exciting
contributions of the conference. This introduction will have two
parts. In this first part, some of the fundamental questions of
engagement will be listed, including what is suggested by
engagement and why we chose not to define the term. In the
second part of this paper, we show how the contributions of the
speakers answer (in part) the conference’s original questions.
These answers appeared in three counter-intuitive themes:

General Terms
Measurement, Design, Experimentation.

Keywords
Engagement, immersion, presence, cognitive absorption, interest,
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1) Challenge, in many cases, aids the creation of
engagement. While this may seem obvious to artists and gamers,
after 30 years of digital research on usability, the repercussions
for digital designers and assessors is almost unimaginable.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Inputs-Outputs interdisciplinary conference on
engagement (and related terms) was structured to cross-fertilise
the relevant researchers from the arts, sciences and engineering on

2) The consequences arising from engagement are often
fundamentally social. While this may seem obvious in the case
of speed dating, previously it was certainly not obvious in the
context of human-computer interaction in autistic spectrum
children.
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3) The measurement and assessment of engagement is
advancing via engineering and computer science.
The
unshakable idea that engagement may not be easy to define, but “I
know it when I see it” has not lent itself well to self-assessment
[8]. There are examples when experiences may be immersive but
not characterised by presence; rather than say that one construct
or instrument is better than another, we need to go back to first
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ever – sneak in the back of the main lecture hall and you will be
amazed!”), but there are also much more subtle examples. Players
of vigilance-based games will suppress most unnecessary (and
often non-instrumental) movements, in order to focus on
maintaining visual contact with the relevant aspects of the game
[21; 22].

principles and ask, “What is it we are really looking for?” If it is
“interest”, we need to be able to recognise that interest (and
engagement) manifests in different forms. When faced with these
difficult definitions, various engineering methods are appearing
that can transcend both self-report instruments and personal biases
[9].

The Urge to Share: Promotion, Recommendation, and
Edurability – for advertisers and commercial web developers,
this is the holy grail of engagement, but this fundamentally social
activity is based on a deeper human-centred need to share what
we find wonderful or meaningful with our loved ones and our
wider social circle [23; 24].

2. ENGAGEMENT: A FAMILY OF
COGNITIVE STATES
If we had selected a single definition for engagement, the
advantage would have been to make things more clear cut —
experiences would be either engaging or not engaging, according
to our definition — but this would have been a disadvantage in
that it is exclusive rather than inclusive. There are many
conceptual frameworks that are plainly related to engagement
[10]: Immersion, Presence, Absorption, Interest, Motivation
(especially in an educational context), Vigilance and (aspects of)
User Experience – and this list is certainly not exhaustive. Often
the research communities that adopt any one of these words will
be unaware of major, relevant conceptual and intellectual progress
from the other communities [8]. In terms of stimulating
collaboration and cross-disciplinary learning, the Inputs-Outputs
Conference welcomed all these terms for engagement and
suggested that they all had a family resemblance to each other.
We invited each participant to present their own version of
engagement with the caveat that they needed to explain how their
engagement might be understood in a jargon-free interdisciplinary
context. To aid in that endeavour, we provided a defined but
open framework for understanding and describing different ways
people might be engaged, immersed, present, etc.. None of these
properties are necessary in the definition of engagement, but
combining them leads to a particularly strong form of
engagement. Each speaker was invited to select as many (or as
few) from among these options as was relevant to their own
research:

In addition to these well-defined manifestations of
engagement, there are more complicated and nuanced concepts
that are essential to our inclusive approach:
Understanding – this implies having a structure of related
knowledge that “fits together”. Understanding can manifest a)
subjectively such that the perceiver feels strongly that they
understand, or b) objectively, when the perceiver can answer
complex questions about the system of knowledge [25; 26].
Taking Action – the engaged person takes action that is
relevant to the affordances of the experience or stimulus.
Breathing is not an action in a business meeting, but it is an action
in a yoga class [27].
Willingness – this means that the person voluntarily takes an
action that arises from their willingness to do something that they
might reasonably refuse to do. That is, the action incorporates
volition and is not primarily motivated by punishments or
consequences of loss [28].
Active Participation – this may go beyond willingly taking
action, with the participation being ongoing and social. Some
might call this a pro-active state [29].
Investment – this means that the ongoing participation
becomes connected to the person at the level of values or identity,
such that the participation is not only ongoing, but is also future
orientated. In such a situation challenges and difficulties to
progression are met with a stronger response possibly motivated
at the emotional level (e.g. renewed vigour or disappointment)
[30].

Attendance – physical presence at an event rather than being
elsewhere [11; 12]. For digital events this translates into page
views, time on page and return visits [13].
Attention – paying attention to a stimulus or experience
includes vision and gaze, while excluding attention to other
possible thoughts, stimuli or experiences [14].
Memory – after the event, some aspect of the experience
may enter recall- or recognition-based memory [15; 16]

3. CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
OVERVIEW

Caring – beyond showing up, watching and remembering an
event, an engaged person may care about the process or outcomes
of events [17].

The research of our speakers ranged from working with
interface design for autistic children through to arts audiences, via
classic usability. Hence, the answer to the question ‘what causes
people to be engaged’ varies, according to the specific audience.
What did emerge is that we cannot expect one particular type of
interface to work for all audiences.

Emotion – plainly some highly engaging events elicit
powerful emotions, although not all engagement (which is a
cognitive state) is emotional [18; 19], and not all emotional states
are necessarily engaging in every way (e.g. there can be highly
emotional events such as passing by a loud, aversive noise that
can be forgotten in a matter of hours).

The conference went beyond analysis of the topic, to be a
living example of what it means to be engaging. From the first
session the conferees were in no doubt that they were going to be
challenged to see things in a unique (and engaging) way. The
challenges began when Senior Producer Colin Nightingale
described Punchdrunk’s recent immersive augmented-reality
theatre piece The Borough, in which an individual (i.e. an
audience of one) begins the artwork in Aldeburgh -- on a lounge
chair listening alone to headphones -- and ends up within an hour

Inhibited actions – in many forms of engagement, the most
obvious aspect of the experience is what does not happen. For
example, students engaging with a university lecture are less
likely to get up and go to the lavatory, or to update their Facebook
page [20]. Plainly there are exceptions (e.g. updating one’s
Facebook page to say, “I am attending the best psychology lecture
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being chased by an angry mob (of actors) through a swampy field
[31].

showed that observing emotions in others evokes subtle changes
in the observer’s internal (interoceptive) physiological state,
motor reactivity and cognition [36]. Nick Medford discussed how
dissociative disorders can make the external world seem altered
and strangely unreal [37], the opposite of presence.

This was followed by Steve Benford from the Nottingham
Mixed Reality Lab, who described how challenging experiences
have been shown to create deeper engagement. Benford showed
examples of people interacting with a ‘bucking bronco’ machine
akin to fairground rides, where the “user control interface” was
their breathing rate [32]. While using deliberately challenging
experiences to create compelling narrative trajectories may seem
trivially obvious to artists and games designers, after 30 years of
digital research on usability, the repercussions for digital
designers and assessors are profound.

4. CONCLUSIONS
There has been much recent interest and progress in the
research on engagement (and related terms). It seems unlikely
that the methods and impacts of this research could be coalesced
inside a single discipline; it seems more likely that the trend
toward interdisciplinary collaboration in engagement from fields
as far apart as art, humanities, engineering and the sciences is on
the upswing. One speaker suggested, “In the future we may look
back on this event as the moment when this diverse collaboration
started.”

Tassos Stevens of Agency of Coney followed on with a
presentation about their working process, which entails audience
participation and co-creation to a significant degree. Echoing
Steve Benford and Colin Nightingale, Carina Westling presented
a paper on the connection between disorientation and
engagement, raising questions about what predisposes people to
prefer challenge versus order, respectively.
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Effie Lai-Chong Law presented advances on what is user
experience, and how it differs from usability [7], and Judith Good
gave a presentation about her work with interface design for
children on the autistic spectrum [33]. In order to not overwhelm
autistic children using computers, she showed that interface
designers needed to avoid causing sensory overload. This stood
out in clear contrast against the theme of challenge, again raising
the question of when people prefer challenge to predictability.
The most counter-intuitive observation of Judith Good’s
presentation was the video of an autistic young child who, after
interacting successfully with the interface, manifested engagement
by immediately afterward turning around to the researcher (who
was not a friend of the child) to share his excitement. While the
observation that the consequences of engagement are often
fundamentally social may seem obvious in the case of social
media analysis, it was certainly not obvious in the context of
human-computer interaction in autistic spectrum children.
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